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Dear Students 
 
Welcome to ACTL2102 Foundations of Actuarial Models. This course is one of eight courses 
covering the Core Technical subjects of the Institute of Actuaries offered in the Bachelor of 
Actuarial  Studies  degree.  Some  of  you  will  be  taking  the  following  courses;  ACTL3141 
Actuarial Models & Statistics, ACTL3151 Life Contingencies, ACTL3162 General Insurance 
Techniques and ACTL3182 Asset-Liability and Derivative Models next year. ACTL2102 is a 
foundation  for  these  courses.  In  the  early  weeks  of  the  course  you  should  ensure  you 
recognise the important role that it takes in your future study program. 

 
This course provides an introduction to the stochastic models used by actuaries to model both 
liabilities and assets and illustrates their applications in actuarial work. We hope that you will 
find the course challenging and interesting. 

 
In this course outline, you will find the details of the course requirements, course aims and 
learning outcomes, content, teaching methods, assessment tasks, texts and readings, and 
expectations. Please read it carefully and thoroughly, as it will be assumed that you are familiar 
with the contents. 

 
If you have any questions about the course at any time then please contact me. 

Jonathan Ziveyi 
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1. COURSE STAFF 

The Course Coordinator of this course is Dr Jonathan Ziveyi: 
 

Staff E-mail Room Telephone 

Jonathan Ziveyi j.ziveyi@unsw.edu.au Business 
School 648 

(02) 9385 8006 

He is responsible for course administration, final assessment of the course and responsible for 
the lectures and related teaching and learning. His consultation times are on Thursdays, 
11:00am to 12:00pm from Week 1 to Week 13. Additional exam preparation consultation 

times will be advertised later. 
 

The tutors for this course are: 
 

 

Staff 
 

E-mail 
 

Consultation 

 

Edwin Zhang 
 

edwin.zhang@unsw.edu.au 
 

TBA 

 

William Li 
 

Jichen.li@unsw.edu.au 
 

TBA 

 

They will be responsible for running the tutorials as well as marking the midterm and the 
assignment. Consultation venues and times will be advised in due course. 

 
Who should I contact? 

 

• Questions about the lectures: Jonathan Ziveyi 
 

• Questions about tutorial problems: the tutor 
 

• Administrative enquiries about the course: Jonathan Ziveyi 
 

• Enquiries  about  undergraduate  coursework  programs  in  Actuarial  Studies:  the 
director of undergraduate actuarial programs (Dr. Kevin Liu 
Kevin.Liu@unsw.edu.au) 

 

• Enrolment: Business School Student Centre. 
 
 
2. INFORMATION ABOUT THE COURSE 

 
2.1 Teaching times and Locations 

This course will consist of three hours of lectures split into a two-hour and one-hour lectures 
per week as presented below. Each student should be enrolled in a one-hour tutorial class per 
week. 

 
Lecture times and locations are as follows: 

 
Monday 4-6pm in Old Main Building 112 (K-K15-112) 
Wednesday 9-10am in Biomedical Theatre C (K-E27-A) 

 

 
Timetables and locations are correct at time of printing. A full timetable of lectures and topics is 
provided later in this course study guide. Any alterations to the lecture times or locations will be 
advised in lectures and via Moodle. 

 
Students should consult Moodle on a regular basis, since assignment questions and other 
course materials will be placed there. 

mailto:j.ziveyi@unsw.edu.au
mailto:edwin.zhang@unsw.edu.au
mailto:Jichen.li@unsw.edu.au
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Tutorials 
Tutorials commence in Week 2. 

 
Students must attend the tutorial for which they are enrolled. Attendance will be recorded and 
count towards meeting the requirements to pass the course. 

 
In tutorials, we will implement interactive learning where participation is highly encouraged. To 
get the most out of the tutorials, students should read lecture notes and textbooks and 
references and complete assigned homework problems in advance of the tutorial. 

 
A selection of the tutorial exercises (usually 4 per week) should be completed before the 
tutorial.  For  those  exercises  there  are  recordings  of  the  solution  available  on  Moodle. 
Scheduled Tutorial Session times and locations are as follows: 

 
Section Day Time Venue Tutor 

M11A Monday 11am– 12pm John Goodsell LG21 Edwin 

M12A Monday 12pm – 1pm QUAD G045 Edwin 

W11A Wednesday 11am – 12pm Quad G044 Jonathan 

W15A Wednesday 3pm – 4pm Law Building 162 William 

W16A Wednesday 4pm – 5pm Law Building 203 William 
 

 
Peer-Assisted-Support-Scheme (PASS): 

In addition, an actuarial PASS program will be available to enhance student learning in this 
course. It is highly recommended that you attend these sessions. Full details will be posted on 
the ASOC website:  www.asoc.unsw.edu.au. 

 
2.2 Units of Credit 

6 
 

2.3 Summary of Course 

This course provides an introduction to the stochastic models used by actuaries to model both 
liabilities and assets and illustrates their applications in actuarial work. Topics covered include 
main features of a Markov chain and applications to experience rating; Markov process models 
and applications to insurance, survival, sickness and marriage models; simple time series 
models including random walk and auto-regressive models and their application to investment 
variables; properties of Brownian motion and applications to investment variables; methods for 
simulation of a stochastic process. Students will be expected to implement models using 
spreadsheets or programs in a numerical computer package. 

 
2.4 Course Aims and Relationship to Other Courses 

The  primary  aim  of  this  course  is  to  provide  students  with  an  understanding  of  the 
mathematical concepts and techniques that are used by actuaries to model stochastic 
processes of both assets and liabilities. The aims of this course are to help students develop: 

 
A.  An understanding of Markov Chains and capability to implement for a frequency-based 

experience rating No Claim Discount (NCD) scheme using data. 
B.  An  understanding  of  Markov  processes  that  can  be  used  for  insurance,  survival, 

sickness, financial modelling, credit and operational risk management. 
C.  Develop  an  understanding  of  the  main  concepts  of  ‘Monte  Carlo’  simulation  of  a 

stochastic process and a capability to carry out simple simulation procedures. 
D.  Develop an understanding of the basic concepts underlying the analysis of time series 

model and a capability to apply basic concepts to data. 

http://www.asoc.unsw.edu.au/
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E.  Express his/her views on, and understanding of, an aspect of stochastic modelling. 
 
This course provides an introduction to the stochastic models used by actuaries to model both 
liabilities and assets and illustrates their applications in actuarial work. The material is at a 
mathematically rigorous level with a strong foundation in mathematics. The required knowledge 
of the course is a good understanding of probability and statistics as covered in ACTL2131 
Probability and Mathematical Statistics or MATH2801 and MATH2831. You should also be 
proficient with calculus and linear algebra. The assumed knowledge of the course is a good 
understanding of mathematics as covered in MATH1151 and MATH1251. Consult the Course 
Coordinator if you do not have the required mathematical background. 

 
The course will have applications in other courses in the actuarial major. More advanced 
models are covered in ACTL3141 Actuarial Models and Statistics and ACTL3162 General 
Insurance Techniques. The course is necessary knowledge for the more advanced coverage in 
ACTL3141 Actuarial Models and Statistics, ACTL3151 Life Contingencies, ACTL3162 General 
Insurance Techniques, and ACTL3182 Asset-Liability and Derivative Models. 

 
The course contributes to the actuarial professional subjects CT4 Models & CT6 Statistical 
Models of the Institute of Actuaries. Students achieving an average of 65% or higher of 
ACTL2102 (1/3 of grade) and ACTL3141 (2/3 of grade) marks will be recommended for 
exemption from the professional CT4 examination. Students achieving an average of 65% or 
higher of ACTL2102 (1/3 of grade) and ACTL3162 (2/3 of grade) marks will be recommended 
for exemption from the professional CT6 examination. Exemptions from professional actuarial 
examinations require above average performance in the equivalent University course. 

 
Students need to be able to use a computer to analyse mathematical and statistical problems. 
You should be familiar with a word processing package (such as WORD), a spreadsheet (such 
as EXCEL) and a statistical package (such as Minitab or R). Students should use the computer 
programs they are most familiar with in doing assignments and other assigned tasks. Use of 
one of the matrix based computer program such as Maple, Matlab 
(http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/)   or   O-Matrix   (http://www.omatrix.com/)   may 
assist in completing assignment tasks. The R software is also considered by many statisticians 
and researchers to be a very versatile statistical package, and is open-source software which 
is freely downloadable from the R-project website (http://www.r-project.org). 

 
2.5 Student Learning Outcomes 

The aims of Section 2.4 (A to G) have been broken down into the following learning outcomes. 
At the end of the course students should be able to: 

 

A1. Describe and explain concepts and principles of actuarial modelling. 
A2. Describe and explain the main terminology of stochastic processes, including their 

classification into different types. 
A3. Define the key features and properties of a Markov Chain 
A4. Developed a capability to implement Markov Chains for a frequency-based experience 

rating No Claim Discount (NCD) scheme using data. 
B1. Define the main features of a Markov Process and use simple Markov Processes to 

analyse insurance, survival, sickness and marriage models. 
B2. Developed an understanding of Markov processes that can be used for insurance, 

survival, sickness and financial modelling. 
B3. Developed an understanding of Poisson processes that can be used for insurance, 

credit and operational risk management 
C1. Developed an understanding of the main concepts of ‘Monte Carlo’ simulation of a 

stochastic process and a capability to carry out simple simulation procedures. 

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/)
http://www.omatrix.com/)
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C2. Explain the concepts of ‘Monte Carlo’ simulation of a stochastic process using a series 
of pseudo-random numbers and apply simulation to simple actuarial problems. 

D1. Define the main concepts underlying the analysis of time series models including simple 
nonstationary models 

D2. Apply of time series models to actuarial models for investment returns and inflation. 
E1. Express his/her views on, and understanding of, an aspect of statistic models. 
E2. Developed communication skills for the presentation of complex statistical models in 

written report form. 
 
 
 
2.6 Coverage of IAAUST Learning Outcomes 
This course corresponds largely with the actuarial professional subjects CT4 Models and CT6 
Statistical Methods. 

 

The course’s Learning Outcomes relate to the aims of this Institute of Actuaries course in the 
following way: 

 
 

Course Learning Outcomes 
 

Institute of Actuaries aims 

 

A1 
 

CT4: (i) 

 

A2 
 

CT4: (ii) 

 

A3 
 

CT4: (iii) 

 

A4 
 

CT4: (iii) 

 

B1 
 

CT4: (iv) 

 

B2 
 

CT4: (iv) 

 

B3 
 

CT4: (iv) 

 

C1 
 

CT6: (ix) 

 

C2 
 

CT6: (ix) 

 

D1 
 

None 

 

E1 
 

None 

 

E2 
 

None 

 
2.6 Approach to learning and teaching 
The course textbooks, lectures and assessment tasks are designed to provide a framework for 
your learning. Every student has a different approach to learning. How much time you spend 
on reading in preparation for lectures, completing assessment tasks, reviewing course 
objectives, deepening your understanding and preparing for final examinations will depend on 
your learning approach. Lectures will generally cover the main concepts and issues and will 
not necessarily cover all the details of the course readings or texts. Students who are 
successful in this course take an active approach to learning. 
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Business School Undergraduate Program Learning Goals 
and Outcomes 

 
1. Knowledge: Our graduates will have in-depth disciplinary knowledge applicable in 
local and global contexts. 
You should be able to select and apply disciplinary knowledge to business situations in a local 
and global environment. 

 
2. Critical thinking and problem solving: Our graduates will be critical thinkers and 
effective problem solvers. 
You should be able to identify and research issues in business situations, analyse the issues, 
and propose appropriate and well-justified solutions. 

 
3. Communication: Our graduates will be effective professional communicators. 

You should be able to: 
a.  Prepare written documents that are clear and concise, using appropriate style and 

presentation for the intended audience, purpose and context, and 
b.  Prepare and deliver oral presentations that are clear, focused, well-structured, and 

delivered in a professional manner. 
 
4. Teamwork: Our graduates will be effective team participants. 

You should be able to participate collaboratively and responsibly in teams, and reflect on your 
own teamwork, and on the team’s processes and ability to achieve outcomes. 

 
5. Ethical, social and environmental responsibility: Our graduates will have a sound 
awareness of the ethical, social, cultural and environmental implications of business 
practice. 
You should be able to: 

a.  Identify  and  assess  ethical,  environmental  and/or  sustainability  considerations  in 
business decision-making and practice, and 

b.  Identify social and cultural implications of business situations. 
 

 
 
 

3   LEARNING AND TEACHING ACTIVITIES 
 

3.1 Approach to Learning and Teaching in the Course 
Lectures will review the main topics and provide coverage of the course concepts. They are an 
opportunity for students to develop an understanding of the main topics covered in the course 
and the level of knowledge expected. They provide a guide to the course of study during the 
session  and  the  material  students  need  to  read  and  review.  Students  should  read  the 
prescribed readings prior to the lecture. 

 
Homework problem discussions and in-class activities are for students to ask questions on 
aspects of the course that need further clarification, and to interact with other students in the 
course. Students need to attempt the homework problems alone first and identify problems that 
require closer review. Students are strongly encouraged to work in teams as it is an opportunity 
to learn from other students and to develop team skills. 

 
3.2 Learning Activities and Teaching Strategies 
It is expected the students will take a pro-active approach to learning. The course is organised 
into learning activities. 
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By its nature, the actuarial program develops problem-solving and professional skills, and all 
activities contribute to that development. Thus, special care is taken when designing in-class 
activities, homework problems and optional readings. 

 

Students are expected to perform these activities in the following time frame (for the outcomes 
of week k): 

 

Week k-1 Week k Week k+1 

 
 
 
Required readings 

 

Have a first look at the 
homework problems (if 
possible, in a team) 

Attend lecture 
 

Attempt homework problems 
(if possible, in a team), and 
prepare questions 

 

Review lecture notes, and 
seek help if needed 

 

Review  recorded  lecture  at 
UNSW TV 

 

Attend  in-class  discussion 
of homework problems and 
review solutions 

 

Review relevant  past 
quizzes and final exam 
questions 

 

Optional readings and 
exercises 

 
 
Thus, you should, in a given week, work on these three different stages for their corresponding 
three different course weeks. Thanks to the 12-weeks-in-13 model, homework problems are 
discussed in Week k+1. 

 
Detailed information about these activities for each week is available on Moodle (see also the 
summary table at the end of this document). 

 
Tutorials are for students to ask questions on aspects of the course that need further 
clarification, to develop problem solving skills, and to interact with other students in the course. 
Students need to attempt the tutorial problems prior to the tutorial and identify problems that 
require further discussion. They are an opportunity to learn from other students and to develop 
team skills by working on problems with other students. 

 
4  ASSESSMENT 

 

4.1 Formal Requirements 
In order to pass these courses, you must: 

 

• achieve a composite mark of at least 50%; and 
• make a satisfactory attempt at all assessment tasks. 

 
Students achieving an average of 65% or higher of ACTL2102 (1/3 of grade) and ACTL3141 
(2/3 of grade) marks will be recommended for exemption from the professional CT4 
examination. Students achieving an average of 65% or higher of ACTL2102 (1/3 of grade) and 
ACTL3162 (2/3 of grade) marks will be recommended for exemption from the professional CT6 
examination. 
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The following table gives the relative weighting of the assessment components: 
 

 
 

 

 
Assessment 
Task 

 
 

Weighting 

 
 
Length 

 

 
Topics 
Covered 

 

Learning 
 

Outcomes 
Assessed 

 
 
Due Date 

 
 
Quiz 

 
 

12.5% 

 
 
1 hour 

Topics 
covered in 
Weeks 1-3 
Lectures 

 
A1, A2, A3, 
A4, B3 

 
25 August 
4pm-5pm 

 
Random 
Quizzes 

 
 

5% 

 
During 
Lectures 

 
 
On going 

A1, A2, A3, 
A4, B1, B2, 
B3, C1, C2, 
D1, D2 

 
 
Week 1 - 12 

 
 
Presentations 

 
 

2.5% 

 
During 
Tutorials 

 
 
TBA 

A1, A2, A3, 
A4, B1, B2, 
B3, C1, C2, 
D1, D2, F1 

 
 
Week 2 - 13 

 
Assignment 

 
10% 

 
N/A 

 
Time Series 

 

 
 
D1, D2, F1 

 

17 October 
5:00pm 

 
 
Final 
Examination 

 

 
 

70% 

 

 
 
2 hours 

 

Topics 
covered in 
Weeks 4-12 
Lectures 

 

 
B1, B2, C1, 
C2, D1, D2, 
E1 

 

 
 
TBA 

 

Total 
 

100% 
    

 
In order to pass the course student must perform satisfactorily in all course assessment 
components. 

 
Midterm 

Technical skills are important in practice and this course provides foundation technical skills 
that will be useful throughout your working life. 

 
In order to assess your understanding of the technical skills covered in the course there will be 
a 1-hour quiz during the session. The quiz will be closed book. Students will only be allowed to 
bring the UNANNOTATED text "Formulae and Tables for Actuarial Examinations" into the quiz. 

 
Normal examination rules apply to the conduct of the midterm. UNSW approved calculators will 
be allowed in the midterm and the final examination but a clear indication of all of the steps 
involved in your calculations must be shown. The University will not supply calculators to 
students for use in examinations where the provision of calculators has not been requested by 
the course examiner. It is the student’s responsibility to be familiar with the rules governing the 
conduct of examinations. 

 
The in-class midterm require written responses, with students earning marks for correct 
mathematical working as well as part marks for incorrect responses with correct method and 
reasoning. They test not only your knowledge of the material, but also the depth of your 
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understanding of it. They assist in the development of Business School Undergraduate 
Program Learning 
Goals and Outcomes 1, 2 and 3. 

 
Random Quizzes 

There will be some additional random quizzes during the course of the semester which will be 
conducted during any of the lectures. So, students are strongly encouraged to attend lectures 
as the quizzes will be held during any of the lectures. The random quizzes will assist in the 
development of Business School Undergraduate Program Learning Goals and Outcomes 1 and 
2. 

 
Presentations 
Students will be assessed on their ability to speak in front of their peers. This is in fulfilment of 
the Business School Undergraduate Program Learning Goals and Outcomes 1, 2 and 3. 
Presentation questions will be made available and each student assigned his/her presentation 
question one week before the presentation. All presentations will be conducted towards 
the end of the lecture. 

 
Assignment 
There will be one assignment for this course. The assignment will be a group assignment. 
Students will be assigned to a group randomly. Each group will be required to submit an 
assignment. 

 
The assignment offers students the opportunity to engage in critical analysis, problem solving, 
team work and self-reflection, as well as to demonstrate their understanding of the concepts 
and perspectives that are central to actuarial studies. The assignment assists in the 
development of Business School Undergraduate Program Learning Goals and Outcomes 1, 2, 3 
and 4. 

 
The assignment report will be assessed on technical accuracy, how well it is written, and the 
quality of the assignment presentation. 

 
The assignment questions, together with the marks allocated to all components of the 
assignment, will be made available to students on the course website in Week 5. A guide on 
effective teamwork will also be posted on the course website. 

 
Students are reminded that the work they submit must be their own. This means that: 

 

• The  mathematical  solutions  you  present  are  written  up  by  you  and  your  group 
members, without reference to any other group’s work. 

• The statistical analysis and mathematical calculation you present is done by your own 
group’s programming code, which your group wrote and ran, without reference to any 
other group’s work. 

• Any spreadsheet solutions you present are from your own group’s spreadsheets, which 
your group developed, without any reference to any other group’s work. 

 
Final Examination 
The final examination will assess students’ understanding of the concepts covered in the 
course and their ability to apply them to probability and statistics problems. Preparation for the 
final exam contributes to developing Business School Undergraduate Program Learning Goals 
and Outcomes 1, 2 and 3. 

 
The final examination will be a two-hour written paper. The final examination will be closed 
book. Students will only be allowed to bring the text "Formulae and Tables for Actuarial 
Examinations" into the exam. This must not be annotated. Students may bring their own 
calculators. All calculators must be either UNSW or Actuarial 

Studies 
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approved. 
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4.2 Late Submission 
The School of Actuarial Studies has a policy of grading late assignments with a zero mark. We 
believe this policy fosters development of Business School Graduate Attribute 6. Punctual 
submission of work is required in order to satisfy the requirements of the course. The 
assignment may be marked at the discretion of the course co-ordinator if there is a valid 
reason for late submission and used in cases where your final overall results are marginal. 

 
Quality Assurance 

The Business School is actively monitoring student learning and quality of the student 
experience in all its programs. A random selection of completed assessment tasks may be 
used for quality assurance, such as to determine the extent to which program learning goals 
are being achieved. The information is required for accreditation purposes, and aggregated 
findings will be used to inform changes aimed at improving the quality of Business School 
programs. All material used for such processes will be treated as confidential and will not be 
related to course grades. 

 
5  COURSE RESOURCES 

 

Textbooks 
The prescribed textbooks for the course are: 

 

•  Sheldon M. Ross, Introduction to Probability Models, 11th edition, Academic Press 2014. 

•  Ngai Hang Chan, Time Series: Applications to Finance, 2nd edition, Wiley publications, 
2010 

•  Formulae and Tables for Actuarial Examinations of the Faculty of Actuaries and the 
Institute of Actuaries 

•  Lecture slides (provided on Moodle) 
 
Suggested (optional) readings are: 

 

• [C4] The Actuarial Education Company (2010), CT4 Combined Materials Pack Chapters 
1 to 6, ActEd. (This is the Institute of Actuaries study material for the CT4 exam. 
Invaluable if you have to sit the exam later. Only the syllabus can be downloaded for 
free.) 

• [C6] The Actuarial Education Company (2010), CT6 Combined Materials Pack Chapters 
12 to 14, ActEd. (This is the Institute of Actuaries study material for the CT5 exam. 
Invaluable if you have to sit the exam later. Only the syllabus can be downloaded for 
free.) 

• Sheldon M. Ross, Stochastic Processes, 2nd edition, John Wiley, 1996 

• Chris Chatfield, The Analysis of Time Series: An Introduction, 6th edition, CRC Press, 
2003. 

• Douglas C. Montgomery, Cheryl L. Jennings, and Murat Kulahci, Introduction to Time 
Series Analysis and Forecasting, Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics, 2008. 

 
Formulae & Tables 

Students will only be allowed to bring into the examinations for the Actuarial courses in the 
BCom the text "Formulae and Tables for Actuarial Examinations". This text must not be 
annotated. All students in the actuarial courses should purchase a copy of this text if they wish 
to use this in the final examinations for this course. The text is available from the UNSW 
bookstore, the UK Institute of Actuaries or from ActEd Australia. Visit the ActEd website at: 
http://www.acted.com.au. 
Moodle 
This course will use Moodle for communication with students. 

http://www.acted.com.au/
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Moodle will contain the course outline, lecture notes, homework and tutorial exercises, 
assessment information, and any notices relevant to this course. It is important that you visit 
the site regularly to see any notices posted there by the course coordinator. 

 
6   COURSE EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

Each year feedback is sought from students and other stakeholders about the courses offered 
in the School and continual improvements are made based on this feedback. UNSW's Course 
and Teaching Evaluation and Improvement (CATEI) Process is one of the ways in which 
student evaluative feedback is gathered. Student feedback is taken seriously, and continual 
improvements are made to the course based on such feedback. Significant changes to the 
course are communicated to students taking the course. Your input into improving future 
offerings of the course is highly valued. 

 
7  STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONDUCT 

 

Students are expected to be familiar with and adhere to university policies in relation to class 
attendance and general conduct and behaviour, including maintaining a safe, respectful 
environment; and to understand their obligations in relation to workload, assessment and 
keeping informed. 

 
Information and policies on these topics can be found in the ‘A-Z Student Guide’: 
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/A.html. See especially, information on ‘Attendance and 
Absence’, ‘Academic Misconduct’, ‘Assessment Information’, ‘Examinations’, ‘Special 
Consideration’, ‘Student Responsibilities’, ‘Workload’ and policies such as ‘Occupational Health 
and Safety’. 

 
7.1 Workload 

It is expected that you will spend at least ten hours per week studying this course. In periods 
where you need to complete assignments or prepare for examinations, the workload may be 
greater. 

 
Over-commitment has been a cause of failure for many students. You should take the required 
workload into account when planning how to balance study with employment and other 
activities. 

 
7.2 Attendance 

 

Your regular and punctual attendance at lectures is expected in this course. University 
regulations stipulate that if students attend less than eighty per cent of scheduled classes they 
may be refused final assessment. 

 
8   INSTITUTE OF ACTUARIES OF AUSTRALIA 

 

The Institute of Actuaries of Australia (IAAust) allows students to become IAAust University 
Subscribers free of charge. Full time undergraduates studying at an Institute accredited 
university who are members of a university student actuarial society are eligible. To sign up, go 
to  http://www.actuaries.asn.au/Membership/MembershipoftheInstitute/Subscriber.aspx 
The University Subscriber offer is not a membership of the IAAust but a subscription to receive 
information  on  career  opportunities,  invitations  to  selected  IAAust  events  and  online 
publications. You might also consider joining the IAAust – there are advantages in doing so 
while        a        full-time        student.        For        membership        information,        go        to 
http://www.actuaries.asn.au/Membership/MembershipoftheInstitute.aspx 

http://www.actuaries.asn.au/Membership/MembershipoftheInstitute/Subscriber.aspx
http://www.actuaries.asn.au/Membership/MembershipoftheInstitute.aspx
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9  COURSE SCHEDULE 
 

Lecture Schedule 

Lectures start in Week 1 and finish in Week 12. 
 

Week Topics Covered Readings & Reference 

Week 1 Introduction to the course Principles 
of actuarial modelling Introduction to 
stochastic processes 
Introduction to Markov Chains 
Chapman-Kolmogorov equations 
Classification of states 

Readings 
Ross, 11th Edition, Chapter 4 
(4.1-4.3) 
Ross,  10th Edition,  Chapter 
2(2.8), Chapter 4 (4.1-4.3) 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapter 1 and 2 CT4 

Week 2 Markov Processes 
Limiting Probabilities 
Mean time in transient states 
Gambler’s ruin 
Branching processes 
Time reversible Markov chains 

Readings 
Ross, 11th Edition, Chapter 4 
(4.4, 4.5.1, 4.6-4.8) 
Ross, 10th Edition, Chapter 4 
(4.4, 4.5.1, 4.6-4.8) 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapter 3 CT4 

Week 3 Exponential Distribution 
Poisson Process 
Generalizations of the Poisson Process 

Readings 

Ross, 11
th   

Edition, Chapter 5 
Ross, 10th   Edition, Chapter 5 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapter 5 CT4 

Week 4 Continuous Time Markov Chains 
Transition probabilities 
Kolmogorov equations 
Limiting probabilities 

Readings 
Ross, 11th Edition, Chapter 6 
(6.1-6.5) 
Ross, 10th Edition, Chapter 6 
(6.1-6.5) 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapters 6 CT4 

Week 5 Actuarial applications Reference 
ACTED Chapter 4 and 6 CT4 

 
25 August 2014, 4:00pm-5:00pm Quiz 

Week 6 Actuarial applications (continued) 
Introduction to time series 
Properties of a univariate time series 
Trends, seasonal cycles, 
transformation 

Readings 
Chan, Chapters 1 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapter 4 and 6 CT4 
ACTED Chapter 12 and 13 CT6 

Week 7 Time Series 
Sample correlation functions 
ACF 
Moving Average (MA) models 
Autoregressive (AR) models 

Readings 
Chan, Chapter 2 and 3 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapter 12 and 13 CT6 
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Week 8 Time Series 
ARMA models 
ARIMA models 
Model parameter estimations 
Partial ACF 

Readings 
Chan, Chapters 3 and 4 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapter 12 and 13 CT6 

Week 9 Time Series 
Order selections 
Residual analysis 
Model building 

Readings 
Chan, Chapter 4 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapter 12 and 13 CT6 

Week 10 Time Series 
Nonstationarity 
Unit root test 
Introduction to forecasting 

Readings 
Chan, Chapters 8 and 6 

Week 11 Time Series 
Simple forecasts 
Box-Jenkins approach 

 
Introduction to Brownian motion 

Readings 
Chan, Chapter 6 
Ross,  11th Edition,  Chapter  10 
(10.1) 
Ross,  10th Edition,  Chapter  10 
(10.1) 

 
17 October 2014,  5:00pm Assignment Due 

Week 12 Introduction to Simulation 
Generating continuous random variables 
Simulating discrete random variables 
Stochastic Process Simulation 
Multivariate normal 
Variance Reduction Techniques 
Number of runs 

Readings 

Ross, 11th    Edition, Chapter 11 
(11.1-11.5) 
Ross, 10th    Edition, Chapter 11 
(11.1-11.5) 
 
Reference 
ACTED Chapter 14 CT6 

Week 13  
NO LECTURES 

 

 
Please note that changes to the timetable may occur and that any alterations will be advised in 
lectures and via the course web site. 


